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Background - Matthew Eshleman

• 20+ years of embedded software and firmware development, 
architecture, project management, and software consulting, 
including litigation support and expert witness services. 

• Delivered 30+ products. Millions of people have used 
products or services running software I helped design and/or 
code. 

• Learn more:  

• http://covemountainsoftware.com/consulting 

• https://twitter.com/EshlemanMatthew

http://covemountainsoftware.com/consulting
https://twitter.com/EshlemanMatthew
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Goals for Today

• Convince and motivate 

• Provide basic information and tools for moving forward
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What is TDD?

• TDD: “Test Driven Development” 

• some prefer “Test Driven Design” 

• Write a unit test before writing the target 
production code.
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Background - inspiration

• First exposure to TDD as a concept was ~15 years ago. 
Conference speaker: “Test driven development gives you 
COURAGE.”  

• That comment went straight to my core. I got it.  

• About five years ago read the book: “Test Driven 
Development for Embedded C” - James Grenning, 
providing further motivation.
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Motivation
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For Management

• Does this cost more? 

• No. The goal is that we are trading “debug later 
programming” (Grenning) for Test Driven Development time. 

• Studies demonstrate TDD and associated practices 
increase velocity. — Accelerate — https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d 

• “The fear and anxiety that engineers feel when they push code into 
production can tell us a lot about a team’s software delivery 
performance” — Accelerate — https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d 

• Liability

https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d
https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d
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Courage! — A Story

• Received a bug report related to one of my assigned 
modules. 

• Went straight to my unit tests. Wrote a new test. Confirmed 
the bug. (Darn). 

• Fixed the bug - all tests passing. Note: I have yet to run the 
code on the target device, only the unit tests, which take 
100ms to execute. 

• While fixing the bug, noticed another developer added some 
duplicate code. Refactored to eliminate duplicate. All tests 
pass. 

• Finally, tested on target using traditional manual testing. All 
worked perfectly. Pushed the fix, requested a code review, 
and marked the bug fixed.
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Benefits of TDD
• Mentality: Prevent defects vs finding defects 

• Makes us think and gather requirements before writing our target production code 

• The tests act as a supplement or even replace specifications 

• Functionality is tested without hardware (varies) 

• Test code without backends/servers or other “external” resources 

• Example: DNS failure. Happens, but… 

• Cleaner design: TDD forces us to consider every dependency 

• Encourages a DevOps culture 

• Solid automated tests are foundational to a strong DevOps culture. 

• Courage to refactor, rework, and rapidly iterate.
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Test Driven Development work flow

• Write a test - It will not compile, this is clearly a “fail”. 

• Fix headers. Add some shell code. Build, compile, link. 

• Run Tests. The new test should fail.  

• Develop the production code until the new test is passing 
and existing tests continue to pass. 

• Refactor. 

• One Behavior At a time.
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Environment

• Test projects 

• Generally run on a PC (however, TDD on the target is 
possible) 

• Drawback: Assembly optimized code. 

• Consider your test environment. 

• Example, 32bit vs 64bit host OS and compiler, etc. 

• Very likely need multiple projects due to C and C++ linker 
limitations
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TDD needs a good Test Framework

• Many different Frameworks 

• CppUTest (C++)  

• Unity ( C code only ) 

• Google test (C++) 

• Catch (C++) 

• See more: http://accu.org/index.php/journals/1326

http://accu.org/index.php/journals/1326
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Firmware Under Test

Example high level project/build setup

App Layer

Service Layer

HW Layer

Projects (compiled outputs) 
• App Test Project 

• Links to target App Layer code 
• Service Layer mock() code 
• App Tests 
• Target: PC 

• Service Layer Test Project 
• Links to Service Layer code 
• HW Layer mock() code 
• Service Layer Tests 
• Target: PC 

• Firmware project 
• Target: cross-compiled for actual 

target

Example Target  
Firmware Architecture

Example Build or  
Project Setup
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Mocks!

• A “mock” module provides the same API or interface as 
real code, enabling the test environment to setup, 
control, and inspect mock usage while testing the “code-
under-test” (CUT). 

• A mock’ed function might look like this:

uint8_t ADC_GetSample() { 
    mock().actualCall("ADC_GetSample"); 
    return mock().returnUnsignedIntValueOrDefault(0); 
}
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What does a test look like?
//HW design requires first ADC sample from thermistor 
//be treated as invalid 

TEST(TempMonitorTests,  
       Given_RecentlyPoweredOn_\ 
       When_TemperatureMonitorIsOkApiIsFirstCalled_\ 
       Then_AlwaysReturnsTrue) 
{ 
    mock().expectOneCall("ADC_GetSample") 
          .andReturnValue((unsigned int)ADC_VALUE_TOO_HOT); 
     
    //call the code under test 
    bool ok = TemperatureMonitorIsOk(); 

    //check/test results 
    CHECK_EQUAL(true, ok); 
    mock().checkExpectations(); 
}
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On target TDD - another option
• Tests run on the target microcontroller 

• Needs: 

• On-target test framework, sometimes with a communication interface back to host PC 

• If the on-target tests are directed by a PC, then a host PC TDD script framework (tcl, python, etc) is needed. 

• Advantages: 

• Test real code on the real microcontroller. Test drivers, HAL code, any code directly tied to the hardware. 

• Integration tests 

• Disadvantages: 

• Slow. Tests that take 10ms on a PC may now consume 30 seconds 

• Significant barrier to continuous integration systems (i.e. bitbucket can’t run your tests on every commit) 

• Example: 

• https://www.state-machine.com/qtools/qutest.html



Lessons Learned
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Lessons…

• Speed: keep the tests as fast as possible. 

• Behavioral Driven versus “unit test” driven  

• For typical consumer electronics. Anything safety 
related should be far more rigorous. 

• Recent project with behavioral approach: most 
modules are achieving unit test code coverage 
around 90%, ranging from 65% to 100%.
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Lessons: Don’t be so strict!

• Don’t be afraid to punch through and reveal “internals” 
when necessary. 

• Example: Test an internal statemachine that would 
typically be static/private code.
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Lessons Learned: Threads

• Don’t test threads, test the code that runs in a thread. 

• Why? 

• Threading behavior is difficult or impossible to test 
cross platform 

• Threads are typically all about blocking: blocking on 
semaphores, queues, timers, etc. Blocking slows 
down the test projects
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Lesson: Threads continued

Module Under Test
Thread Init/Startup

Code that  
does stuff

TDD this code!

Skip TDD on this code
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Example thread + queue + statemachine
void AppTask(void*) { 
  AppStatemachine* statemachine = new AppStatemachine(); 
  statemachine->Init(); 
  while (1) { 
    AppProcessOneQueueItem(statemachine, true); 
  } 
}

bool AppProcessOneQueueItem(AppStatemachine* sm, bool wait) { 
  AppQueueItem msg; 
  if ( QueueRx(m_q, &msg, ((wait == false) ? 0 : MAX))) { 
    sm->ProcessEvent(msg); 
    return true; 
  } 
  return false; 
}

Not Tested

Accessible to TDD environment

#define PROCESS_APP_QUEUE() do { while (AppProcessOneQueueItem(m_under_test, false)) {} } while(0)

Example Macro in TDD projects
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Another example test showing mock() usage
TEST( 
AppTests,  
  Given_DeviceIsActive_\ 
  When_ButtonIsPressedForEightSeconds_\ 
  Then_ResetsMicrocontroller)  
{ 
    
    // <<SNIP>> remove minor setup code   

    //we are about to send the 8 second button hold event. 
    //we expect a reset to be requested 

    mock().expectOneCall("NVIC_SystemReset"); 
    mock().ignoreOtherCalls(); 

    //send the 8 second hold event 
    mock_btn_mgr::GetEightSecHoldHandler()(BTNMGR_HOLD_8_SECS); 
    PROCESS_APP_QUEUE(); 

    mock().checkExpectations(); 
} 



Lessons: Time

• “Time” and embedded often 
go hand and hand.


• For Today:


• Timers: periodic, one-shot, 
etc


• Other:


• Current Time (timestamps, 
calendars, etc)


• “Real time” 
responsiveness
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Time: RTOS Timers

• FreeRTOS timer API: 

• TimerCreate 

• TimerStart 

• TimerStop 

• etc
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Mock()’ing Timers

//mock timers external API. 
//Used by tests to control time in the timer subsystem

#include <chrono> 
namespace mock_timers { 

  //Init() - prepare internal data structures 
  void Init();  

  //Destroy() - destroy everything (all mock timers, etc) 
  void Destroy(); 

  //MoveTimeForward() - move time, firing any timers 
  //  that would have expired during this timeframe 
  void MoveTimeForward(std::chrono::milliseconds ms); 

}
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Mock()’ing Timers continued

Benefit:  
TDD env can now 
execute hours of 
simulated time in 

seconds
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Timer Related Test Example…

TEST(AppStartupPktTests, 
 Given_DeviceIsActiveAndStartupPktHasBeenSent_\ 
  When_NoResponseFor10Seconds_\ 
  Then_RetriestartupPkt)  
{ 
  // —CUT— setup code where Startup Pkt was sent 

  mock().expectOneCall("CellServiceSendStartupPkt"); 
  mock().ignoreOtherCalls(); 

  //after 10 seconds, confirm Startup Pkt is sent again 
  mock_timers::MoveTimeForward(std::chrono::seconds(10)); 
  PROCESS_APP_QUEUE(); 

  mock().checkExpectations(); 
}



And where does this 
take us?
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Green Lights! Oh the Courage!



How can you start?

• Grenning: “How to start - Write 
a test!”


• Questions?



Thank you! Any questions?
matthew@covemountainsoftware.com

mailto:matthew@covemountainsoftware.com
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References and Resources

• Test Driven Development for Embedded C by James W. Grenning 

• https://cpputest.github.io/ 

• https://covemountainsoftware.com/data/ 

• https://users.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/pubs/
koopman14_toyota_ua_slides.pdf 

• Accelerate — https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d 

• https://cyber-dojo.org/

https://amzn.to/2S7DyrX
https://cpputest.github.io/
https://covemountainsoftware.com/data/
https://users.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/pubs/koopman14_toyota_ua_slides.pdf
https://users.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/pubs/koopman14_toyota_ua_slides.pdf
https://amzn.to/2MkSe5d

